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Strategic Community Information
Key terms & their meaning

Imprecise and arbitrary use of language can
act as a serious drag on local revitalization.
When policy makers, corporate managers,
directors, and community practitioners use
words like “results,” “outcomes,” “performance
measures,” and “indicators” loosely, or without
a shared understanding of what the words
mean, little wonder people get confused or
exasperated. For the development of strategic
community information to proceed, several
terms require clear definition. Here are the
meanings that we assign to the terms you will
find in this edition of Making Waves.

An is a measure that helps us find out if and

when we have achieved a result, and how much progress

we are making toward it in the mean time. While results

are complex, indicators are comparatively simple: they

measure something specific, and from that we infer how

community conditions are changing.

Sometimes the measure is a count of actions, events, or

characteristics: patient diagnoses, math test answers, help

wanted ads, etc. Indicators that involve such “hard” data

are what we call . When the measure is

a count of people’s attitudes and perceptions of reality –

the sort of “soft” data collected in questionnaires – we

speak instead of .

indicator

footprint indicators

perceptual indicators

For an indicator to show the extent and/or rate of change, some place needs

to be established as the “point of departure” for purposes of comparison. This

point of departure is the indicator’s or . It reminds us

how things had been before we took action, and projects where things were

heading if no action had been taken. So the benchmark is both a historical

statement and a prediction.

benchmark baseline

Where resources permit, the benchmark will include not one, but several

future scenarios: an optimistic, best guess, and pessimistic description of how

things would or would not change, if no new action were taken. This prediction

sends a powerful message about what people can expect to happen if they do

not take action, and essentially asks them if in fact they find such conditions

acceptable. It also provides a dynamic reference against which to look at data

and to make judgments about progress monthly, quarterly, and annually.

A or

is an aspect of the well-being

of children, families, or communities

that citizens and government consider

essential. A result expresses a need that must be met

before we deem that initiatives are “successful.”

A town might want to see its young people choose to

remain there, find work, and raise families, for example.

That result could be understood to encompass other, more

specific results: that children have local schools to attend

and that these children, when they graduate, have

opportunities for gainful employment in town.

result outcome

Year 0

Result: Young people remain here to find work & raise families.

Indicator: Annual totals

of local job opportunities

for the unskilled, semi-

skilled, & skilled.

Benchmark: Annual totals of local job opportunities

of varying skill level - to date, & projected.
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Indicators only make sense within the context of intentional

action. (If you aren’t going to do something to achieve the

result you have in mind, there’s little point in tracking your

progress.) So the use of indicators usually entails a

definition of and for action. The reverse also

applies: goals, targets, and indicators need to go together.

Goals express the results that are desired over a longer

period of time (say over three years), and targets express

results that are to be achieved sooner than that. Indicators

should be defined in relation to each.

In our example, one goal is to reverse the decline in

local employment opportunities for young adults

, in terms of both the numbers of jobs and the

range of skills they require. The indicator for that goal will

comprise annual totals of job opportunities for the

unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled, as reported by local

employment agencies. Two targets involve increasing semi-

skilled opportunities by 10% in each of the next two years.

The indicator for these targets will be the reported

opportunities for semi-skilled jobs.

goals targets

in the next

three years

Year 1 Year 2

Year 3

It is desirable to distinguish between

an and a . When we define

an indicator we are choosing to assign a particular

meaning to selected measures, so they stand for more than

what they actually describe.

This procedure is not without its problems. Thus, in many circles,

the Gross National Product (GNP) is considered a good indicator of

national economic well-being. Although a reliable measure of a

variety of macro-economic phenomena, the GNP does not count the

social or environmental cost of many enterprises, and arguably is

invalid as an indicator of national economic well-being. That meaning

just cannot be assigned that measure.

indicator measure

While an indicator gives us a picture of how community conditions

are changing, a reveals how well an

agency or initiative is doing a job for particular clients or

constituents. The indicator helps us learn if, in the words of Mark

Friedman, the “curve” is turning in the direction of better living

conditions; the performance measure helps us learn if a particular

action is running efficiently and contributing to that “turn in the

curve.”

In our example, the

action in question is a

program to encourage

housing starts in town,

and in that way contribute

to growth in local job

opportunities, especially

for the unskilled and semi-

skilled. The performance

measures include inputs like loans and administrative costs; the

outputs include houses built and job opportunities.

performance measure

Benchmarks: Various projections of annual

local job opportunities over the next three

years, if no new initiatives are taken.

Year 1 Target: Increase

semi-skilled job opportunities

by 10% compared with Year 0.

Year 2 Target: Increase

semi-skilled job opportunities

by 20% Year 0.compared with

Goal: Within 3 years, “reverse the curve” in local

job opportunities for young adults, in terms of the

number of jobs & the range of skills they require.

Another useful benchmark would be the

money spent to address the consequences

of unacceptable conditions in the

community. The criminal actions of

unemployed youth, for example, are “bad

results” that entail expenditures by public

and private agencies. It is possible to

measure and track the “cost of bad

results” and to frame initiatives and

policies in order to reduce its growth.
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